WINTER STAY IN QUÉBEC
BY PLANE ON SKIS

NORDIC SPA

DOG SLEDDING

QUÉBEC CITY

PLANE ON SKIS

Come experience the true snowy winter in the heart of Quebec.
Sentiers Prives offers a unique stay, from Montreal to Quebec City via the Mauricie, with
winter activities typical of the region. In addition to wandering the wide open spaces of the
Mauricie, you will visit cosmopolitan Montreal and charming Quebec to discover the province
in different aspects.
Your mode of transport between the steps : the plane on skis.
A unique trip made by Sentiers Privés.
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Plane on skis - unique experience
On the way to Mauricie where we suggest you to stay in the heart of nature in an elegant
Quebec inn.
You will fly from Montreal to the Mauricie region on a Beaver ski plane with your private pilot.
You will end your trip in Quebec City, the oldest city in French America, following in the footsteps
of Aboriginal and European roots.
First, you will fly over this magnificent region of the Mauricie where the large boreal forest
sometimes gives way to vast lakes, a gift from the sky!

Auberge du Baluchon in Mauricie
The Auberge du Baluchon is surrounded by a
forest and bordered by a river. In winter, it is the
perfect place to experience a mild winter
adventure in the heart of the woods.
This comfortable and environmentally friendly
eco-resort, equipped with a top-of-the-range
Nordic spa, is the ideal place to recharge your
batteries and enjoy real moments of relaxation.
On site there are more than 40 km of forest
trails
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Your program on site
A half-day of dog sledding with your "musher" guide, you will discover the inn's trails and cross
the lakes of the region.
A half-day of snowmobile ride with a guide, another of Quebec's flagship activities to discover
the inn's magnificent trails...
Possible activities on site :
A massage in solo or duo SPA, a romantic getaway with a carriage ride and a dinner for two in a
wooden cabin, a horseback ride, ice skating on the frozen river, ice fishing...

Do not wait any longer to contact us to receive our program, a quote or
more information

